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NEW QUESTION: 1
What command is used to see if a particular dynamic ACL has
been applied to an interface?
A. send
B. show
C. ssh
D. speed
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true about Internet of Things (IoT)?
A. Using IoT, hospitality-based businesses can better track
customer behavior and preferences to deliver rewards and more
tailored services that differentiate their businesses.
B. Cloud technology is well suited to enable IoT, offering high
degrees of agility, low and flexible costs, and excellent
resource utilization.
C. IOT is not useful in asset tracking scenarios because there
is an unavailability of low-cost connected devices and sensors
that can be embedded into all of the various assets that need
tracking.
D. Different IOT approaches need to be established integrate
different technologies such as mobile, cloud, big data, and
analytics, and connects everyday objects to each other and to
the Internet.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.oracle.com/assets/oracle-iot-solution-brief-2632911
-es.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
ABC Corp. has a requirement that all budget entries are made
through journals. Identify one choice where this can be
accomplished.
A. Journal sources
B. Budget organizations
C. Journal categories
D. Ledger setup
E. Journal types
Answer: D
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